
Subject: English language 
Grade: III 
Lesson: 4  Module  6 
Grammar:  Indirect questions 
Text: The Curse of Tutankhamun’ s Tomb 
Vocabulary: Phrasal verbs 
 

Last unit / Answers / Key 

Mesa Verde is a national park in Colorado, USA. It is 211 square km and, including Cliff Palace , 

thought to be the largest cliff dwelling in the USA. The area became a national park in 1906 to 

protect it from vandalism. It is also a UNESCO World Heritage Site. 

Answers: a) 1. It is in the USA.  2. About 800 years old.  3. The Anasazi tribe lived there.                                       

4. It is a national park.  5. About 100 people.   

                  c) Location: Colorado, USA, built by a tribe called the Anasazi, built in: around 1200, 

became a         national park in 1906. 

WB KEY: 

 

 

INDIRECT QUESTIONS 

 

Look at these questions: 

1. Where is Mesa Verde? 

2. Could you tell me where Mesa Verde is? 

 



What is the difference between these 2 questions??? 

What about the WORD ORDER (RED RIJECI) in these questions (after the question word where)??? 

Answers: Question 1 is DIRECT, Question 2 is INDIRECT. 

The WORD ORDER (after where) is DIFFERENT in DIRECT/ INDIRECT QUESTIONS!!! 

Look at more examples: 

DIRECT) What time IS IT?        INDIRECT) Can you tell me what time IT IS? 

D) What is your name?            I) Can you tell me what your name IS? 

D) What IS HE doing?               I) Do you know what HE IS doing?  

D) Where DO THEY LIVE ?           I)  Do you know where THEY LIVE? 

REMEMBER!!! 

For DIRECT QUESTIONS the WORD ORDER is : 

-VERB + SUBJECT!!! 

What IS THE WEATHER like in England?  

Or: - AUXILIARY ( POMOCNI GLAGOL) + SUBJECT +VERB ( GLAVNI GLAGOL) 

How DO WE GET to the airport? 

 

For INDIRECT QUESTIONS the WORD ORDER (after the question word-posle upitne rijeci) is: 

SUBJECT + VERB!!! 

Do you know what THE WEATHER IS like in England? 

Can you let me know how WE GET to the airport? 

REMEMBER!!! 

The AUXILIARY  VERBS DO/DOES/DID are NOT USED in the INDIRECT QUESTION FORM!!! 

The WORD ORDER after the question word (where, when, how long…) is the SAME as a NORMAL 

SENTENCE ( POSITIVE sentence)!!! 

EXAMPLES: 

D) Where did they travel?     I) Do you know where they travelled? 

D) What did she buy?           I) Do you know what she bought?  ( buy - bought-bought ) 

D) Is he watching TV?             I) Can you tell me IF he is watching TV. 



REMEMBER!!! 

IF THERE IS NO QUESTION WORD ( YES / NO QUESTION ) WE USE IF    

D) Does he like tennis?                I) Do you know IF he likes tennis?   

D) Have they lived in the USA?   I) Could you tell me IF they have lived in the USA?   

 

Now, let’s do a few exercises together- SB, page-76, exercises: 5 a, b, c, d, h. 

Please, first try to do them alone (without any help) and then you can check your answers here.  

Do these exercises in your SB! 

a) The questions on the left are indirect. The questions on the right are direct. 

b) The word order in indirect questions is : QUESTION WORD, SUBJECT, VERB. 

c) 1. why she’s angry  2. when it was built   3. what the answer is   4. what you are doing  

d) 2. Do you know where the station is?  3. Could you tell us what the answer is? 

4. Would you mind telling me who that man is?  

       h)  2. where they went     3. if he lives around here   4. what time the plane leaves   5.if he speaks 

English 

Don’t forget to note down all the rules for indirect questions!!!  

 Write a few  (5- 10) examples of your own!  (HW) 

Direct question -------------------------------------------------------------Indirect question 

Please, make different questions: wh-questions, yes/no questions, present/past… 

Write them in your NB! 

TEXT: THE CURSE OF TUTANKHAMUN’S TOMB   SB, p.77 

-PHRASAL VERBS 

It is good to know… 

Tutankhamun  was a pharaon  of Egypt. He died in his late teens. He was not an important pharaon 

but he is famous because his tomb was found in its original state. His mummified body was inside 3 

coffins, one of which was made from solid gold. 

There were many stories about a CURSE on the tomb. The man who provided the money to search 

for the tomb died soon after its discovery and many people believed this was a result of the CURSE. 

CURSE-kletva!    TOMB- grobnica! 

Look at these questions: 

1. When was the tomb discovered? 



2. Who was Lord Carnarvon? 

3. Who was Howard Carter? 

-Read the text quickly just to find those pieces of information (2-3min) and then check them here. 

Answers:  1.on the fourth of November ,1922   2. the man who sponsored the search for the tomb. 

3. a famous archeologist who discovered the tomb. 

Now, read the article again, but this time carefully. Pay attention to the underlined words.  

What do they mean??  Try to guess their meaning from context. Then try to match them with the 

definitions (ex.b) 

Answers: 1. Talked into   2. Call off    3.came across   4. Passed away     5. tied in with    6.started out  

 7. went out ( go out)   8. Paid off (pay off) 

How do you translate these words in our language??  

1. Nagovoriti     2. Otkazati     3. Naici   4. Umrjeti    5.povezati   6. Poceti ( prvi posao 

/zanimanje) 

7. Ugasiti se ( svijetlo)   8. Isplatiti se 

-Do  exercise c (use 3 of the given phrasal verbs) 

 -Answer the following questions: (HW) 

-Why did Carter go to Egypt? 

-Why did Lord Carnarvon want to call off the expedition? 

-What happened with Carnarvon? 

-What happened in Cairo at the same time? 

-Was that the only mysterious death connected with the tomb? 

-What do you think about this article: 

-Did they die because of that curse? 

-What do you think about CURSES???  Do you believe in curses??? 

HW: SB, p.81 Check your progress ,ex. 1a,b,c  2a,b  

NOTE: WRITE EVERYTHING IN YOUR NB AND DO HW REGULARLY!!! 

 


